###### Strengths and limitations of this study

-   The design of this 'live' triage study was drawn up to enable blindness and independency at all phases of the triage procedure.

-   The design of this study, which resembled a clinical emergency department (ED) setting in that the ED nurses were not recently trained in the use of the PETI and six of them lacked formal training in its use, should strengthen the generalisability to other nurses.

-   The sample size of this study was relatively small, which resulted in wide CIs and uncertainty in some of the results.

-   Because of the small sample size and the single-centre design, there are some issues regarding the generalisability of the results.

-   A small proportion of the participants were triaged to the most urgent level, but this does not necessary result in an overestimation of the reliability because with most triage systems, triage of the most urgent patients is simple.

Introduction {#s1}
============

Since the early 1990s, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of emergency department (ED) visits.[@R1] [@R2] In addition to the increase in emergency visits, several other circumstances have contributed to the overcrowding of EDs, including an inadequate inpatient capacity, the increasing complexity of paediatric patients, the lack of medical staff and the lack of easy access to primary care.[@R1] With overcrowding comes greater risks of medical errors and adverse events.[@R1] [@R2] The overcrowding of EDs has made triage systems important, and several such systems, such as the Australasian Triage Scale (ATS), the Manchester Triage System (MTS), the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS) and the Emergency Severity Index (ESI) emerged in the 1990s. These four systems are the most established triage systems for adults, and they are also used for paediatric patient populations with some adaptations.[@R3] In addition, the Rapid Emergency Triage and Treatment System (RETTS), including a paediatric version (RETTS-p), is widely used in Scandinavian countries.[@R10] [@R11]

The triage of children in an ED setting offers several challenges that differ from adult triage. First, infants and smaller children depend almost entirely on their parents and medical professionals for correct judgements of their status. Second, substantial physiological variations and immaturity of organ development make small children more susceptible to sudden deterioration, which necessitates the continuous reassessment of children.[@R12] Some of the currently used paediatric triage systems have reached a substantial level of inter-rater reliability, although there is still room for improvement. In well-conducted studies of simultaneous 'live' triage, weighted κ values of 0.57, 0.65, 0.74 and 0.76 have been reported for the ESI V.4, MTS, CTAS and RETTS-p, respectively.[@R5] [@R7] [@R9] [@R10] In addition, two meta-analyses including studies of 'live' triage and the triage of paper case scenarios reported correlation coefficients of 0.60 and 0.77 for the CTAS and ESI, respectively, whereas a meta-analysis including only studies applying the triage of paper case scenarios reported a correlation coefficient of 0.40 for the ATS.[@R13]

One factor that may contribute to errors in triage is that triage decisions are based to a large extent on informed but subjective estimates of the patient\'s presenting condition, such as estimates of pain and future resource utilisation in the ATS and ESI, respectively.[@R16] [@R17] Another negative factor may be the complexities of triage systems with large numbers of different presenting complaints.[@R8] [@R18] [@R19] To determine acuity levels, these symptoms are accompanied by general and complaint-specific discriminating questions in the MTS and sets of general and complaint-specific criteria in the CTAS. The procedure for determining acuity level in the RETTS is similar to that in the CTAS and MTS in the use of presenting complaints and accompanying discriminating criteria, but in addition, it also relies on vital parameters (VPs).[@R10] [@R11]

In contrast to the major triage systems, the Paediatric Triage Instrument (PETI) relies primarily on measurements of VPs that are acquired irrespective of the presenting complaints. The use of VPs is accepted as important in triage because VPs offer objective measurements on which decisions can be based, and such objective measurements are expected to be especially important in children.[@R8] [@R19] Moreover, a triage system based on VPs should be easy and quick to use. An additional possible advantage is increased control of the deterioration of patients because a baseline is established during the first triage, and a rapidly applied triage system makes continuous reassessments more achievable.

The PETI is a four-level triage system that is exclusively applied for paediatric triage and is based primarily on the VPs of patients with medical symptoms. In creating this system, the main focus was placed on achieving an initial assessment that is quick and objective.

The aim of this study was to assess the inter-rater reliability of the PETI in children with medical symptoms when used by nurses. The secondary aims were to assess the inter-rater reliability of the PETI for three different age groups and to assess the duration of the triage procedure associated with the PETI.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Study design {#s2a}
------------

This study of inter-rater reliability applied a design in which each patient was simultaneously and independently triaged by a research nurse and an ED nurse who were blinded to each other\'s collection of the data and triage assignments. The participants were included prospectively and consecutively.

Study setting and population {#s2b}
----------------------------

The study was conducted at a county hospital in the centre of Sweden. The department of paediatrics provides care for a population of 60 000 individuals aged 0--18 years with a rich ethnic diversity. The ED at the hospital receives 45 000 patients visits annually, and in 2011, 13% of these visits were made by paediatric patients 12 years or younger with medical symptoms.

All patients aged 12 years or younger who presented to the ED with a medical symptom were considered eligible for inclusion in the study. Only children between the ages of 0 and 12 years were included because a different triage system has been introduced in the ED for children older than 12 years. The number of participants was decided on based on the preplanned data collection time frame, which was limited by resources. Written informed consent was obtained from the parents.

The triage system: PETI {#s2c}
-----------------------

The PETI is a four-level triage system primarily based on measurements of the following five VPs: respiratory rate, heart rate, capillary saturations, capillary refill time and core temperature (see online [supplementary appendix 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The measurement of each of these VPs is compared with an age-specific reference interval. Depending on the degree of deviation, the VP is assigned 1, 2 or 4 points. The final acuity level is given by the sum of the points assigned to each of the five VPs. Summed scores of 0--1, 2--5, 6--9 and ≥10 correspond to acuity levels of 'non-urgent' (green), 'urgent' (yellow), 'very urgent' (orange) and 'emergent' (red), respectively. Hence, to limit overtriage, a minimum of 2 points is necessary for triage into the 'urgent' acuity level, and a minimum of 6 points is necessary for triage into the 'very urgent' acuity level. In addition, to emphasise severe cases, extra weight is added for large deviations in the VPs (4 vs 2 points). The normal reference intervals for the VPs of respiratory rate and heart rate were set according to the Advanced Paediatric Life Support (APLS) system.[@R12] The normal reference value for the capillary refill time was adjusted based on the APLS value with the intention of increasing reliability. The normal reference intervals for saturation and temperature were set according to established experience. The reference intervals for deviations corresponding to 4 points for the VPs of temperature, capillary saturations, heart rate and respiratory rate were set according to the cut-off values for danger zone vitals in the ESI, along with clinical experience.[@R20] The cut-off value for deviations in capillary refill time corresponding to 4 points was set according to the APLS.[@R12] The reference values for deviations corresponding to 1--2 points were evenly distributed between normal and 4 points.
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Some signs and symptoms included in the PETI are related to the airway and neurology and were selected from the ABCDE model, including the alert, voice, pain and unresponsive scale (AVPU scale), which individually creates a 'force majeure' that complements triage based on VPs (see online [supplementary appendix 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).[@R12] Triage based on a 'force majeure' is independent from triage based on VPs, and the patient is assigned the highest acuity level between these two methods. These signs and symptoms are assessed prior to or during the collection of VP data. The signs and symptoms of mild recession result in assignment of the patient to the 'urgent' acuity level. Any of the following signs and symptoms result in assignment of the patient to the 'very urgent' acuity level: compromised airway, severe recession, a sloppy or irritable infant or assessment of the child as voice responsive. Any of the following signs and symptoms result in assignment of the patient to the 'emergent' acuity level: airway obstruction, stridor, convulsions or assessment of the child as either pain responsive or unresponsive.

The development of the PETI was influenced by the major triage systems and, more importantly, by paediatric early warning systems, which rely heavily on VPs.[@R21] [@R22] During the development of the PETI, feedback was given by groups of paediatricians and other emergency staff.

Data collection {#s2d}
---------------

The ED nurses were trained in the use of the PETI when the system was introduced at the ED 1 year prior to the study. This training was implemented via a 2-hour lecture and through the opportunity to ask questions for 30 min the day the instrument was introduced, or via email, or when the first author was serving at the ED. The research nurse had no previous experience with the PETI and was trained in the use of the system through two 1-hour training sessions prior to the study. The research nurse performed 29 shifts of 6 hours each to recruit and triage patients for the study. All but one shift lasted from 16.00 to 22.00 on normal weekdays. The ED nurses who were working the same 29 shifts during which the research nurse was at the ED participated in the study. According to the established routine in the ED, all triage of children should be performed by an ED nurse.

Triage was performed simultaneously by an ED nurse and the research nurse and included measurements of five VPs and assessments of signs and symptoms related to a 'force majeure'. Capillary saturation and heart rate was measured using either a Nellcor Puritan Bennett NPB 295 or a Masimo Radical-7 pulse oximeter. Temperature was measured either rectally (in children aged \<1 years) using a Terumo C402 digital thermometer or aurally using a Braun ThermoScan 6022 tympanic thermometer. The measurements used to calculate the acuity levels of the PETI were performed via the application of two separate sets of instruments. The nurses concealed their data collection from each other by distancing themselves in the room, with the research nurse angling the instrument in use to shield it from the ED nurse. The ED nurse and the research nurse calculated acuity levels blindly and separately in different rooms, or separated by distance when in the same room. They were informed not to discuss their data collection or the assignment of acuity levels. The research nurse documented when she believed that the blindness and independency of the triage procedure had not been preserved. Only the ED nurse\'s triage results were used in patient care. The characteristics of the study participants were documented by the research nurse.

Statistical analysis {#s2e}
--------------------

Inter-rater reliability was calculated for the whole group (primary analysis) and for the following post hoc subgroups: \<1, 1--3 and 4--12-year-olds. The choice of subgroups was based on the purposes of analysing a group of patients aged \<1 year in whom difficulties in triage have previously been reported and creating groups with a sufficient number of participants for the analyses.[@R7] The primary test of inter-rater reliability that was calculated for the primary and subgroup analyses was Cohen\'s κ with quadratic weights. The quadratic-weighted κ was chosen because it accounts for the degree of disagreement and the severity of disagreement at higher acuity levels (Microsoft Software. Medcalc Software bvba version 12.4. <http://www.medcalc.org/manual/kappa.php> (accessed 13 Jan 2013)). Additionally, to enable comparison with other studies, Cohen\'s κ with linear weights or no weights was also calculated for the whole group. The κ values were interpreted according to the following categories: \<0.40 poor--fair, 0.41--0.60 moderate, 0.61--0.80 substantial and 0.81--1.0 almost perfect.[@R23] The duration of triage from the beginning of the collection of the triage data to the assignment of the acuity level was determined for the research nurse. The κ values and 95% CIs were calculated with MedCalc 12.4 (Microsoft Software. Medcalc Software bvba version 12.4).

Results {#s3}
=======

Data collection was performed from 3 November 2011 to 11 January 2012. Twenty-seven ED nurses participated in the study, six of whom began their employment at the ED after training on the PETI took place and were trained solely by their colleagues while working. The median amount of experience in emergency medicine was 4 years (IQR 2--15) for the ED nurses, and the research nurse had 1.5 years of experience.

The ED nurses triaged a median of 2 participants each (IQR 1--5). One hundred and four patients agreed to participate in the study, 15 of whom were excluded; thus, 89 participants were included in the analysis ([figure 1](#BMJOPEN2016012748F1){ref-type="fig"}). The median age of the included patients was 2 years (IQR 0--11) and 48% were girls ([table 1](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB1){ref-type="table"}). Overall, the characteristics of the study participants corresponded rather well to the characteristics of the patient population ([table 1](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB1){ref-type="table"}). In 9 of the 89 participants, acuity levels were assigned by 'force majeure'. The blindness and independency of the triage procedure between the ED and research nurses was preserved for 75 of 89 participants (84%). The reasons for the failure to preserve blindness included the use of the same measurement for temperature due to parental discomfort (n=11) and the need for acute medical procedures in the emergency room (the three emergent participants).

###### 

Characteristics of the participants and the patient population

                                  Study participants, n=89\*   All patients, n=651†
  ------------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------
  Gender female, n (%)            43 (48)                      286 (44)
  Gender male, n (%)              46 (52)                      365 (56)
  Age                                                          
   \<1 year, n (%)                29 (33)                      169 (26)
   1--3 years, n (%)              33 (37)                      306 (47)
   4--12 years, n (%)             27 (30)                      176 (27)
  Chief symptoms                                               
   Asthma and allergy, n (%)      10 (11)                      55 (9)
   Fever, n (%)                   4 (5)                        24 (4)
   GI and urinary tracts, n (%)   20 (23)                       96 (15)
   Neurological, n (%)            7 (8)                        10 (2)
   Observation, n (%)             2 (2)                        32 (5)
   Respiratory tract, n (%)       31 (35)                      280 (43)
   Other, n (%)                   15 (17)                      154 (24)

\*Participants with a medical symptom, non-surgical, non-orthopaedic.

†All patients aged 0--12 years; period 3 November 2010 to 11 January 2011 (ie, the corresponding period a year prior to the study).
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The agreement in the acuity level of the PETI between the research nurse and the ED nurses was 73% ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB2){ref-type="table"}). There was no evident systematic disagreement, as either the research nurse or the ED nurse triaged a participant to a higher acuity level than the other nurse on approximately the same number of occasions: 11 (7+3+1) and 13 (7+6) occasions, respectively ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB2){ref-type="table"}). The agreement by age was 76%, 76% and 67% for participants with ages of \<1, 1--3 and 4--12 years, respectively ([table 3](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB3){ref-type="table"}). The median (IQR) duration of the triage procedure was 6 min (4.25--7 min), n=81.

###### 

Agreement of acuity levels between the research nurse and the emergency department nurses, n=89

                         Research nurse                       
  ---------------------- ---------------- ------ ------ ----- ----
  Non-urgent (green)     29\*             7      1      0     37
  Urgent (yellow)        7                22\*   3      0     32
  Very urgent (orange)   0                6      11\*   0     17
  Emergent (red)         0                0      0      3\*   3
  Total                  36               35     15     3     89

\*Cases showing agreement between the ED nurse and the research nurse.

###### 

Agreement by age, n=89 participants

                               \<1 year   1--3 years   4--12 years   Total
  ---------------------------- ---------- ------------ ------------- -------
  Agreement                    22         25           18            65
  Disagreement by one level    6          8            9             23
  Disagreement by two levels   1          0            0             1
  Total                        29         33           27            89

The inter-rater reliability values for the nurses were 0.78 (95% CI 0.67 to 0.89) based on the quadratic-weighted κ, 0.67 (95% CI 0.56 to 0.80) based on the linear-weighted κ and 0.59 (95% CI 0.44 to 0.73) based on the unweighted κ. (The corresponding κ values, including cases with unauthorised triage decisions by nurse aids, were 0.78, 0.68 and 0.58, n=94).

The quadratic-weighted κ (95% CI) values were 0.67 (0.39 to 0.94), 0.86 (0.75 to 0.97) and 0.73 (0.49 to 0.97) for patients with ages of \<1, 1--3 and 4--12 years, respectively.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

This study demonstrated substantial inter-rater reliability of the new PETI triage system for paediatric patients aged ≤12 years. Additionally, the time required for the completion of the PETI was quite short. The PETI therefore exhibited promise, particularly considering that this study was conducted in a clinical setting in which the ED nurses received no extra training or practice in the triage of case scenarios prior to the study of 'live' triage, which is common in other studies.[@R3] [@R7] [@R9] In addition, an effort was made to perform the triage procedure as independently and blinded as possible, and as reported, this was achieved in 84% of the participants.

The level of reliability observed in our study for the PETI triage instrument is comparable to the best κ values for simultaneous 'live' triage that have previously been published. Quadratic-weighted κ values of 0.65, 0.74 and 0.76 have been reported for the MTS, CTAS and RETTS-p, respectively, whereas a linear-weighted κ for the ESI V.4 was reported as 0.57.[@R5] [@R7] [@R9] [@R10] While it is difficult to conduct a study of 'live' triage with blindness and independency at all phases of triage, they are important factors.[@R24] The studies of the RETTS, CTAS, MTS and ESI V.4 were large, well-conducted studies and the latter three were multicentre studies with superior generalisability to this study of the PETI. However, by study design, the nurses that performed triage in the studies of the RETTS and CTAS shared VP data to some degree for all of the participants.[@R5] [@R10] Similarly, in the studies of the MTS and ESI V.4, the independency regarding the VP data and other information on which to base the acuity level assignment was not stated.[@R7] [@R9] Triage is not only about assigning an acuity level but also about obtaining information on which to base the assignment. Some studies of 'live' triage have obtained higher κ values in the range of 0.8--0.9 for the ESI V.3 and 4.[@R3] [@R6] These studies exhibited drawbacks, including limited sample size and total dependency of the VP data used for the assignment of acuity level, which makes the interpretation of their findings questionable.[@R24] In addition, some studies that employed the triage of paper case scenarios have also reported high κ values in the range of 0.8--0.9 for the ESI V.4, MTS and RETTS-p.[@R4] [@R7] [@R8] [@R10] [@R11] [@R25] Similarly, one meta-analysis, which to a large extent, is based on studies of paper case scenarios reported a correlation coefficient of 0.77 for the ESI.[@R15] One could argue that case scenarios do not reflect the real clinical setting in which the interactions between the nurse, patient, environment and triage system may contribute to mistriage.[@R18] [@R24] Indeed, in studies in which paediatric paper case scenarios and 'live' paediatric patients were triaged within the same study, the κ values were ∼0.06--0.2 units higher for case scenarios than for 'live' triage.[@R3] [@R7] [@R9] [@R10] In contrast, a study that compared 'live' triage with case scenarios based on the use of the CTAS in a mixed population of adults and children found that the κ value was higher for the 'live' use of the triage algorithm.[@R26] However, the use of a mixed population in this study makes the comparison of results between studies difficult.

The PETI exhibited a tendency towards showing the best reliability in children aged 1--3 years. A possible explanation for this finding is that the VPs provided a clearly defined framework for the triage of children who lack the ability to efficiently communicate. It has previously been demonstrated that complementing subjective triage decisions with VP data often results in changes in triage decisions in children aged ≤2 years and in children whose parents have communication difficulties.[@R27] The PETI exhibited a tendency towards inferior reliability for children aged \<1 year, which agrees with previous results for the ESI.[@R7] In general, triage in infants is particularly difficult because the severity of illness is expressed in multiple and subtle manners and can change rapidly.[@R12] However, this observation should be regarded with caution because it stemmed from a discrepancy of two levels in a singly participant.

As assessment using the PETI was shown to be rapid, this tool will facilitate retriage and thereby facilitate the control of patient deterioration. It will also potentially decrease the strain on staff and contribute to resource effectiveness.

It has previously been shown that paediatric triage systems that rely to a large extent on VPs are prone to overtriage (low specificity).[@R28] However, in developing the PETI, the risk of overtriage was compensated through the levels in the scoring system, such that a minimum of 2 points was required for triage into the 'urgent' acuity level, and a minimum of 6 points was required for triage into the 'very urgent' acuity level. As this was not a validation study, there were no available data on the participants\' 'true' acuity levels, and it is not possible to answer the question of whether triage with the PETI is prone to overtriage or undertriage. Nevertheless, it is notable that ∼40% of the participants were triaged to each of the two lowest acuity levels (research nurse: 36/89 'non-urgent' and 35/89 'urgent') ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB2){ref-type="table"}).

Improvements in the measures employed in the PETI should likely focus on the VPs of respiratory rate and capillary refill because these VPs rely heavily on estimates and skill. Furthermore, the accuracy of different types and brands of measurement devices have to be taken into account with respect to limits for normal reference values, as consistent measurement deviations from the standard may have an influence on the validity of the PETI. Regarding triage based on 'force majeure', the relative position between stridor and severe recession should be considered in the process of improvements. Additionally, in the table illustrating the reference values for the VPs (see online [supplementary appendix 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), detected errors should be revised, including gaps in the reference intervals for heart rate, respiratory rate and temperature. Minor revisions of the lay-out have already been incorporated.

This study has some limitations and some strengths. First, comparisons with studies on commonly used paediatric triage systems are difficult because the PETI is a four-level system, whereas the others are five-level systems. However, it has been suggested that κ values in general, and quadratically weighted κ values in particular, increase as the number of categories in a system increase.[@R29] [@R30] Second, a small proportion of the participants were triaged to the most urgent level (n=3), which seems to be a common problem in studies of 'live' triage but does not necessary result in the overestimation of κ values because with most triage systems, triage of the most urgent patients is simple.[@R5] [@R7] [@R9] [@R30] Third, the sample size of this study was relatively small, which resulted in wide CIs and uncertainty in some of the results. For instance, the linear-weighted κ for the whole group exhibited a 95% CI that stretched below the lower limit of the substantial category. Fourth, even though the characteristics of the participants in this study resembled those of the patient population, there are some issues regarding the generalisability of the results. The small sample size makes it likely that not all possible presenting complaints of the population were covered in the triage of the participants. In addition, the single-centre design is a cause of concern, as the population, standard practices and workload can differ at other centres. Furthermore, one could argue that the study design, involving only one research nurse, could affect generalisability to other nurses. However, this should be determined by the total number of nurses performing triage, and the 27+1 nurses included in this study should be sufficient. The use of a single research nurse is less likely to be a problem related to generalisability than to an increased risk of underestimating reliability. This situation arises because if the triage level of the sole research nurse is generally higher or lower than those of the ED nurses, it should be manifested as systematic disagreement, with a concomitant underestimation of the reliability as a result.[@R31] [@R32] However, no systematic disagreement was evident in the present study ([table 2](#BMJOPEN2016012748TB2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, generalisability to other nurses should be strengthened by the design of this study, which resembled a clinical ED setting, in that the ED nurses were not recently trained in the use of the PETI, and six of them lacked formal training in its use, only having been trained by their colleagues while working. Fifth, another strength of this study compared with other studies of 'live' triage was the study design, which was structured to enable blindness and independency at all phases of the triage procedure. Total independency was not achieved for all of the participants but compared with other studies, the level of independency seemed high.[@R3] [@R5] [@R9] [@R10]

In conclusion, our results suggest that the PETI has substantial reliability when used in paediatric patients aged 0--12 years and almost perfect reliability for patients aged 1--3 years. Moreover, this instrument can be rapidly administered. These findings indicate that triage relying on VPs is advantageous mostly among younger children, in whom the ability to perform triage relying on communication is limited. This study has some limitations including sample size and generalisability, but the PETI exhibited promise regarding reliability, and the next step could be either a larger reliability study or a validation study.
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